In this work we introduce a new system of partial differential equations as a simplified model for the evolution of reversible martensitic transformations under thermal cycling in low hysteresis alloys. The model is developed in the context of nonlinear continuum mechanics, where the developed theory is mostly static, and cannot capture the influence of dynamics on martensitic microstructures. First, we prove existence of weak solutions; secondly, we study the physically relevant limit when the interface energy density vanishes, and the elastic constants tend to infinity. The limit problem provides a framework for the moving mask approximation recently introduced by the author. In the last section we study the limit equations in a one-dimensional setting. After closing the equations with a constitutive relation between the phase interface velocity and the temperature of the one-dimensional sample, the equations become a two-phase Stefan problem with a kinetic condition at the free boundary. Under some further assumptions, we show that the phase interface reaches the domain boundary in finite time.
Introduction
Martensitic transformations are solid-to-solid phase transitions, an abrupt change in the crystalline structure occurring in certain alloys or ceramics when their temperature crosses a critical value θ T . The high-temperature phase is usually called austenite, the low-temperature one martensite. These transformations are important, for example, in shape-memory alloys, which are materials able to recover, upon heating, deformations that are apparently plastic. Shape memory alloys have a wide range of applications, from medical stents to smart actuators. However, damages arising from multiple thermal cycles, deteriorating reversibility of the transformation, are still major obstacles to their use. A previous study, identified some conditions of geometric compatibility between austenite and martensite, called cofactor conditions, and speculated they might affect reversibility [17] . This conjecture was partially confirmed with the discovery of Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 [39] . This is the first material closely satisfying the cofactor conditions, with a relative error of order 10 −4 , which shows no loss of reversibility of the transformation after more than 16000 thermal cycles. This result is quite surprising if compared with other materials, where nucleation of micro-crack deteriorates reversibility, and rupture occurs after only a few thousands cycles (see e.g., [19] ). However, a rigorous mathematical understanding of reversibility and its connections with the cofactor conditions is still missing. An important step towards understanding reversibility, is to fully characterise the martensitic microstructures arising during the transformation. These have been successfully studied in the context of nonlinear continuum mechanics, where martensitic transformations are treated as elastic deformations [10, 11, 15] . This theory relies on minimising an energy functional in order to predict the local deformations of the crystalline structure. As proven in [33] , we often find ourselves in the presence of infinitely many minimisers, with the drawback of not being able to discriminate which ones are physically relevant. In a previous study, in order to address this problem, based on experimental observations with Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 , we introduced the moving mask approximation [22] . This, under suitable assumptions, enabled characterisation of the macroscopic deformation gradients for martensite as the ones of the form 1 + a(x) ⊗ n(x), a.e. x, for some a, n ∈ L ∞ (Ω; R 3 ). This result, which would not have been achievable in a static framework, turned out to be in accordance with experiments on Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 [18, 22, 39] , and appears relevant for many other alloys. In order to frame the moving mask approximation in a dynamical model in the context of continuum mechanics, with the aim of better understanding the complex microstructures arising in Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 , in this paper we introduce a simplified model to describe the evolution of thermally induced martensitic phase transitions with ultra-low thermal hysteresis. Here and below, by thermal hysteresis (or simply hysteresis) we mean 1 2 (A s + A f − M s − M f ), A s , A f (resp. M s , M f ) being the temperatures where austenite (resp. martensite) starts to appear and ends to appear during thermally induced martensitic transformations. This is consistent with the way hysteresis is measured in the literature when the phase transformation is induced by locating the sample on a thermostat and by varying its temperature (see e.g., [17, 44] ). Low hysteresis hence means that the transformation takes place in a small range of temperature values. This is the case, for example, for Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 where the experimental values of hysteresis are of 2 • K, in contrast to values up to 70 • K in NiTi alloys. Our model results in a system of partial differential equations, for which we prove existence of weak solutions, and that we relate to the moving mask approximation of [22] . The structure of this paper is the following: in Section 2, we introduce the nonlinear elasticity model to describe martensitic phase transitions. In the same section, we recall the equations describing the balance of momentum and the balance of energy in continuum mechanics. Indeed, following the work in [1, 2] , it seems relevant for the evolution of the austenite-martensite interface to take into account thermodynamic effects. In Section 3, we introduce the assumptions on the free-energy density of the system, and the boundary conditions, which reflect the experimental setup for Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 (see [39] ). Furthermore, we justify the linearization of the equation for the conservation of energy around the critical temperature. Existence of solutions to the resulting system of partial differential equations is proved in Section 4. This proof requires the application of a version of the div-curl lemma (see e.g., [20] ) to show that the solutions to a suitably defined approximated problem converge to weak solutions of our problem, when the regularisation vanishes. In Section 5 we study the limit of the solutions as the elastic constants tend to infinity and the interface energy density goes to zero. This approximation is physically relevant and has been already adopted, for example in [8] and [13] . Here we prove that the deformation gradients ∇y generate in the limit a gradient Young measure ν x,t which is supported on the phases, and whose evolution cannot be deduced from the conservation of momentum alone. On the other hand, the equation for the conservation of energy becomes a heat equation with a source term of the type d dt R 3×3 η 1 (A) dν x,t (A), where η 1 − log θ θ T is the entropy of the system, and η 1 is supposed to be a smooth function, assuming different values in austenite and martensite. In Section 6 we recall the moving mask approximation introduced in [22] , and explain how it can be framed in the context of our limit problem. In this section, we also devise a possible strategy to make the connection rigorous.
In the last section, we study the propagation of a laminate in a long bar, where we can simplify the problem, under some further assumptions, to a one-dimensional one. The resulting equation is an easier version of the equations introduced in [2] , that are underdetermined, and should be closed with a constitutive relation for the velocity of the phase boundary. After introducing a constitutive relation between the velocity and the temperature of the phase boundary, our problem becomes a two-phase Stefan problem with kinetic condition at the free boundary (see e.g., [41, 42] ). We prove that, under our assumptions, the position of the austenite-martensite phase interface is a monotone function of time, which reaches the domain boundary in finite time. This simple, one-dimensional case is an example of solution satisfying the moving mask approximation to the limit problem obtained in Section 5.
Preliminaries

Nonlinear elasticity model
One way to model martensitic phase transitions at a continuum level is in the context of nonlinear elasticity(see e.g., [10] and [15] ). In this framework, one can look at phase transformation from austenite to martensite as elastic deformations minimizing the given free energy
Here and below the bounded smooth domain Ω ⊂ R 3 represents a sample in its undeformed austenite phase at the critical temperature, while y(x) ∈ R 3 is the position in space occupied by the point of material x ∈ Ω after the transformation. The temperature of the body is represented by θ, while φ is the free-energy density that reflects the fact that below the critical temperature θ T martensite is energetically preferable to austenite, while the opposite holds when θ > θ T . Defined D := {F ∈ R 3×3 : det F > 0}, standard assumptions on φ(·, θ) : D → R are (see e.g., [12, 22] )
• φ(·, θ) is a function bounded below by a constant depending on θ for each θ > 0;
• φ(·, θ) satisfies frame-indifference, i.e., for all F ∈ D and all rotations R ∈ SO(3), φ(RF, θ) = φ(F, θ). This property reflects the invariance of the free-energy density under rotations;
• φ has cubic symmetry, i.e., for all F ∈ D and all rotations Q in the symmetry group of austenite P a , φ(FQ, θ) = φ(F, θ) must hold (see [15] for more details);
• denoting by K θ the set of minima for the free-energy density at temperature θ, i.e., K θ := {F ∈ D : F ∈ argmin(φ(G, θ))},
Here, α(θ) is a scalar dilatation coefficient satisfying α(θ T ) = 1, while U i (θ) ∈ R
3×3
Sym + are the N positive definite symmetric matrices corresponding to the transformation from austenite to the N variants of martensite at temperature θ. From now on, we omit the dependence on the temperature in K θ when θ < θ T , and we neglect the dependence of α and the U i from θ. In Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 , for example, the transformation is from a cubic to a monoclinic II lattice, and the N = 12 variants of martensite can be found in [15, Table 4 .4]. Our setup is however very general, and the analysis below does not rely on N and on the shape of the U i 's.
At the critical temperature, austenite and martensite are energetically equivalent; therefore the energy E is not quasiconvex and minimisers attaining both phases might therefore not exist. For this reason, in the literature authors have often considered a physically relevant regularisation of E which takes into account interface energy. This is usually done by penalizing the second derivatives in the BV or in the L 2 norm, and has shown to characterise physically relevant minimisers, and to capture many aspects of the physical phenomenon such as the finite scale of the microstructures and the branching of laminates (see e.g., [10, 21, 23, 25, 30, 44] ). However, even if this model is more accurate, it is more difficult to capture analytically the behaviour of solutions.
On the other hand, by arguing as in [10, 11] it is often possible to construct minimising sequences which allow coexistence of both austenite and martensite. A way to deal with the lack of weak lower-semicontinuity of the functional is thus to consider the relaxed problem
where ν x is a gradient Young measure with barycentre ∇y for some y ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω; R 3 ) (see e.g., [11, 32] and also [34] regarding gradient Young measures). In this way, under mild assumptions on φ the problem always admits minimisers, and the gradient Young measure can keep track of the oscillations in the minimising sequences. Thus, ν x embeds the information about the microstructures, while the barycentre of ν x , namely ∇y(x) := R 3×3 F dν x (F), is also called macroscopic deformation gradient, because it is an average of the fine microstructures. We have ∇y ∈ K qc a.e. in Ω, where
is the quasiconvex hull of the set K (see [32] ).
Characterising the quasiconvex hull of a generic set is an open problem which strongly affects our understanding of martensitic transformations. Nonetheless, the nonlinear elasticity model has been successfully used to understand many aspects of this phenomenon, such as twinning (see [10] ), shape-memory effect (see [14] ), and, more recently, hysteresis (see [44] ).
Dynamics of martensitic phase transitions in continuum solid mechanics
Existing studies in the literature have studied the evolution of martensitic transformations at a continuum level within two different frameworks: the first one is the framework of phase field models, the second one is the context of the dynamics for nonlinear continuum mechanics. In the former case, the system is described by one (or more) order parameter representing the volume fraction of a phase (or of a martensitic variant) at each (or at almost each) point of the domain. Examples can be found in [4, 28, 31] and references therein. These models have been used in the literature to capture aspects of the phenomenon like fatigue and hysteresis. However, to our knowledge, there is no analytical result stating that the compatibility between crystalline phases is preserved during the whole transformation. Furthermore, no result proves that for every (or almost every) time instant the deformation map y, describing the change of atoms positions during the lattice transformation, is continuous. This is observed in experiments and should be reflected by the model. In the context of nonlinear elasticity, the continuity of the deformation map y is assured by Sobolev embeddings, and the crystal compatibility holds in some weak form on every plane in the domain (see e.g., [22, Remark 5.1] ). Furthermore, compatibility between crystalline phases, and continuity of the underlying crystal deformation map have been proven to be important tools to understand microstructures (see e.g., [10, 15] ). For these reasons, in this manuscript we decided to focus on the nonlinear elasticity model and work within this framework, which seems better suited to describe the complex microstructures arising in Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 .
As mentioned in the previous section, the statics of martensite to austenite phase transitions can be successfully modelled in the framework of nonlinear elasticity. For these reasons, many authors have tried to study the evolution of martensitic phase transitions within the same theory, where the conservation of linear momentum can be expressed in Lagrangian coordinates as
Again, here y(x, t) is the position at time t of the material point x ∈ Ω, ρ 0 (x) the density of the body in its reference configuration, and σ the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, whose dependence on y and the deformation gradient F = ∇y is given in terms of the free energy φ of the material through the relation
However, as φ is in general not rank-one convex, the operator Div(σ(∇y, θ)) is not elliptic, making the problem extremely complex from a mathematical point of view, and the related initial value problem formally ill posed. Furthermore, the total energy is conserved in the model for smooth solutions, which is not coherent with physical observations, where heat is absorbed or released during the process. Therefore, one should seek solutions with shocks that, as explained for example in [1] , dissipate energy, but which are mathematically very difficult to study. Also studied in the literature are viscoelastic models. In the case of viscoelasticity of rate type the stress tensor has the form σ = σ(∇y, ∇ẏ, θ), in (2.3), or in its quasi-static variant whereÿ is assumed to be negligible. However, many difficulties arise in dimension greater than one due to the fact that frame-indifference prohibits a linear dependence on ∇ẏ (see e.g., [37] ). For further discussion, we refer the reader to [6, 9, 7, 35, 37] and references therein.
On the other hand, the phase transition generates heat, and it is therefore reasonable, when modelling the evolution for the austenite to martensite phase transition, to take into account thermal effects. The equations of continuum mechanics expressing the balance of linear momentum and energy in the absence of heat supply and neglecting body forces are given by (see e.g., [6, 40] )
Here, U is the internal energy of the system, and we also made use of the Fourier law for the heat flux q, that is q = −C∇θ. For simplicity C will be considered to be a constant, symmetric, positive definite matrix in R 3×3 with smallest eigenvalue equal to c m and ρ 0 is assumed constant. The term Div(ẏσ(∇y, θ)) in the energy balance accounts for the energy dissipated or generated by internal forces and, by using the equation for the conservation of momentum, can be rewritten as ρ 0 1 2 ∂ ∂t |ẏ| 2 + ∇ẏ : σ(∇y, θ). Thus, after exploiting the relation U = φ + θη relating the internal energy to the entropy η and the free energy φ, the above equations become
where we also made use of
3 Hypotheses, boundary conditions and approximations
The aim of this section is to introduce some hypotheses on the free-energy density φ. Given the fact that we are restricting ourselves to elastic deformations, and that elastic moduli are in general considerable in metals, minimisers of the free energy lie extremely close to the wells. Therefore, it is a reasonable approximation to adopt in Section 5 the approach of [13] , and let φ grow to infinity outside the wells, thus neglecting the influence of the shape of φ(F) for F / ∈ K ∪ SO(3) on our results. Following the approach of [29] and references therein, we split the energy contributions into a term, φ 3 below, responsible for the increase of energy with temperature, and terms, namely φ 1 , φ 2 , describing the energy thermo-mechanical effects. As hysteresis is smaller than 5 • K in materials undergoing ultrareversible martensitic transformations such as Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 , we can neglect the effects of thermal expansion, and we also neglect the heat generated by elastic deformations which are not a change of phase, which, as mentioned above, are usually observed to be small. For k ≥ 1 we thus consider
where:
• φ 2 : R 3×3 → [0, ∞) is smooth and satisfies
for every F ∈ R 3×3 , for some positive constants α representing the latent heat of the transformation. This term is responsible for the phase transition, that is, this term is responsible for changing the global minimizers of φ k from SO(3) above θ c to K below θ c . The behaviour is chosen to be linear in θ because of the small hysteresis;
• the following growth conditions hold The choice of our free energy is coherent with the one adopted in [29] and references therein, and works particularly well for computations; other choices for the free energy reflecting the change of energetically preferable phase across θ T would be possible. We finally add to the energy of the system also a term of the type 1 k |∆y| 2 , which penalizes interfaces between martensitic variants. A term of this type is often kept in account when modelling martensitic transformations (see e.g., [10, 21, 23, 25] ) and makes the model more accurate. This term is going to disappear from the equations when we send k → ∞, in the next section. We remark that we could choose c β k β for some c β , β > 0 in front of |∆y| 2 instead of 1 k without affecting the results below. Furthermore we can replace |∆y| 2 with |∇∇y| 2 . Indeed, as these terms differ only by a null Lagrangian, the equations governing the evolution are the same.
Remark 3.1. In the definition of the energy we did not take into account the constraint φ k (F, ·) → ∞ as det F → 0, which is usually introduced to avoid interpenetration. This constraint is extremely difficult to handle from a mathematical point of view, as, in this case, there exists no c > 0 such that
That is, a finite energy deformation map y ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ) might be such that
, and there is, up to our knowledge, no reference in the literature on how to control this term. We refer the reader to Section 2.4 in [6] . Nonetheless, the interpenetration constraint holds in the limit k → ∞, as shown in Section 5.
Under the above assumptions, and after adding the term responsible for the interface energy, (2.5)
where
We supplement the problem with initial and boundary conditions for θ and for y reflecting the experimental setup for Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 in [39] . The initial conditions θ 0 (x), y a (x), y b (x) respectively represent from a physical point of view the temperature, the position and the velocity at the point x at t = 0. The boundary conditions for the equation describing the conservation of momentum reflect the lack of external forces imposed at the boundary of the sample. Different boundary conditions should be chosen to describe stress induced transformations. We consider Ω ⊂ R 3 to be bounded, connected and smooth, ∂Ω D ⊂ ∂Ω to be open and non-empty in ∂Ω, ∂Ω N = ∂Ω \ ∂Ω D , and set
in Ω,
where θ B , θ 0 , y b , y a are functions in suitable function spaces, and m is the unit outer normal to Ω. Small thermal-hysteresis implies that the thermally induced phase transition can occur within a small temperature range around θ T . For this reason, in a consistent way with the experiments in [39] on Zn 45 Au 30 Cu 25 for which θ T ≈ 240 • K and the hysteresis is about 2 • K, we can assume
In this way, we can formally justify the replacement of the θ in front ofη 1 with θ T , thus rewriting (3.9) as
Under suitable assumptions on η 1 , a maximum principle such as the one in Proposition 7.1 could be proved to rigorously justify this approximation.
Existence of weak solutions
Before proving existence of suitably defined solutions to (3.10)-(3.11) we first introduce the notation for norms and functional spaces.
Notation
Below c, c T represent two positive constants whose value is dependent just on the parameters, and, in the case of c T , on the final time T and the initial data. Their value may change from line to line or even within the same line, but is always independent of n, k, ε, M, N . When there is a dependence on k or on M , this constant will be denoted by c T,k , c T,M respectively.
We denote by A : B the Frobenius product between matrices A, B ∈ R 3×3 defined as A : B = tr(A T B).
For q ≥ 1 and m ∈ N, L q (Ω; R m ) represents the space of Lebesgue measurable maps f :
Whenever the space L s (Ω; R m ) is endowed with the weak topology, we denote it by L q w (Ω; R m ). Given s ∈ N we also denote by W s,q (Ω; R m ) (with the usual norm · W s,p ) the Sobolev space of maps f ∈ L q (Ω; R m ) such that all derivatives of f up to order s are in L q (Ω). We follow the usual notation H s (Ω; R m ) = W s,2 (Ω; R m ) and we denote by · H s its norm. Below, we write H 1 D the space of functions ξ ∈ H 1 (Ω) such that ξ = 0 on ∂Ω D , and by H −1 D its dual. Finally, we will denote by V the Hilbert space
endowed with the scalar product (·, ·) V defined by
Given the boundary conditions for our problem, we are not able to apply the Miranda-Talenti inequality, and therefore the embedding V ֒→ H 1 (Ω; R 3 ) might not be compact. The following lemma gives us sufficient conditions for this to hold:
Lemma 4.1. Let u j ∈ V be such that u j V ≤ c and such that |∇u j | 2 is uniformly integrable. Then, there exists u ∈ V and a non-relabelled subsequence u j converging weakly in V and strongly in
Proof. By Banach-Alaoglu, we get the existence of u ∈ V and of a non-relabelled subsequence u j converging weakly in V. By Sobolev embeddings, u j → u also strongly in L 2 (Ω; R 3 ). Now, we notice that, on the one hand, ∇ × ∇(u − u j ) = 0 in the sense of distributions. On the other hand Div ∇(u − u j ) 2 ≤ c. Therefore, an application of a version of the div-curl lemma (see e.g., [20] ) entails lim
Now, we recall that for a sequence u j ∈ W 1,q (Ω; R 3 ) with u j W 1,q ≤ c, for some c > 0 q > 2, |∇u j | 2 is uniformly integrable. Therefore, thanks to the first statement of the lemma, we deduce that
Finally, given a Banach space X with norm · X , T > 0, and some q ≥ 1, we use the space
We refer the reader to [16, 26] for more details on these functional spaces.
Statement and proof of the existence result
We are now ready to prove the existence of suitably defined solutions to our problem:
for a.e t ∈ (0, T ), for some positive C T depending on the parameters and on θ B p p−r , θ B H 1 , θ 0 2 , y b 2 and T only, and for some c depending solely on the parameters.
Proof. Let {ω j } j∈N ⊂ H 1 D (Ω) and {ψ j } j∈N ⊂ H 2 (Ω; R 3 ) be bases of H 1 (Ω) and H 2 (Ω; R 3 ) respectively. We assume that the first is constructed by taking the eigenvectors of the Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω D and homogeneous Neumann on ∂Ω N . The second one is constructed by taking the eigenvectors of the compact, symmetric, and linear operator A :
for each u, w ∈ H 2 (Ω; R 3 ). Here (·, ·) H 2 is the scalar product in the space H 2 (Ω; R 3 ). We can define P n and P n to be respectively the L 2 (Ω) and the L 2 (Ω; R 3 ) projectors on the finite subspaces {ω j } j=1,...,n and {ψ j } j=1,...,n . Let us consider k to be fixed, we drop the subscript k to simplify notation, and we suppose without loss of generality that ρ 0 = γ = θ T = 1. Furthermore, we start by assuming that y a ∈ H 2 (Ω; R 3 )∩W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ). The strategy of the proof is the following: we show existence of solutions via the Galerkin method to an approximated problem depending on parameters M, N ∈ N. Then we send first M and then N to infinity, and show that solutions to the approximated problems converge to solutions to the original problem. Finally, we recover the result for general y a ∈ V ∩ W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ).
For every n ≥ 1 let us consider the following functions
for almost every x ∈ Ω, for M, N ∈ N fixed, and where H M is a smooth function such that
and
is a fourth order tensor, and
The above system of differential equations in b (n) , c (n) admits locally in time a smooth solution by standard ODE theory. Defineθ n := θ n − θ B andθ 0,n := P n (θ 0 (x) − θ B ). After multiplying (4.15) tested against ω j by b
(n) j , we can sum over j and get
Here we have also used the fact that c m is the minimum eigenvalue of C to bound C∇θ n · ∇θ n from below with c m |∇θ n | 2 . Thanks to the Cauchy-Schwarz and the Young inequalities, (4.18) becomes
On the other hand, testing (4.16) with ψ i , multiplying it byċ
and summing over i from 1 to n we get
Therefore, summing the last two inequalities and integrating in time between 0 and t ∈ (0, T ) we get
Now, we notice that by means of the assumptions on η we can deduce
In the same way,
Thus, (4.19) becomes
(4.20)
We remark that as P n y a → y a strongly in H 2 (Ω; R 3 ), and P n y b → y b strongly in L 2 (Ω; R 3 ), the sequences P n y a H 2 , P n y b 2 are bounded. Therefore, by the boundedness of H M (cf. (4.17)), and thanks to the fact that φ 2 is non-negative, we deduce that for every T > 0 there exists a constant C =C(T, M, k, N ), independent of n, such that
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). Hence, there exists
such that, up to a subsequence, 
We can thus multiply (4.15) and (4.16) by ζ, ξ ∈ C 1 c (−T, T ) and integrate in time between 0 and T . After an integration by parts these become 25) for each i, j = 1, . . . , n. Passage to the limit and recovering the equations for every
+ ess sup
Therefore, a passage to the limit as n → ∞ in (4.20) and the weak * lower semicontinuity of the norms leads to
Here we also used the fact that, defined f n := Ω φ 2 (H M (∇y n (t))) dx, we have that, up to a further subsequence f n converges weakly * to some f ∈ L ∞ (0, T ), and therefore ess sup t∈(0,T ) f n ≥ ess sup t∈(0,T ) f. But since for each t ∈ [0, T ] we have ∇y n → ∇y M a.e., we also have
and thus f = Ω φ 2 (H M (∇y M (t))) dx as claimed. Now, given the fact that y a ∈ W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ), we have that H M (∇y a ) converges strongly to ∇y a as M → ∞ by dominated convergence in L p , and hence, by (3.8), φ 2 (H M (∇y a )) converges strongly in L 1 to φ 2 (∇y a ). Therefore, inequality (4.28) yields
We can hence deduce the existence of
such that, up to a subsequence, θ M → θ N and y M → y N as M → ∞ in the sense of (4.21)-(4.23). Furthermore, by (4.29) and (3.8) we also have
Therefore, as H M (∇y M ) → ∇y N for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ), by Vitali's theorem we deduce
for everyq ∈ (1, p). We remark that Fatou's lemma and the fact that
This inequality, together with the lower semicontinuity of the norms, and the convergences (4.21)-
+ ess sup 
The assumptions in (3.8) , and the bound on
∂F , together with (4.31) imply also that 
we have
On the one hand,
On the other hand,
→ 0 because of (4.31). In the limit, (4.26)-(4.27) thus become
. Now, we want to send N to infinity. To this end, we first suppose N ≥ N * , where N * = N * ( y a H 2 ) is the smallest integer such that N −1 * y a 2 H 2 ≤ 1. In this case, by (4.32) we have
a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). 
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). Let {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } be a Cartesian coordinate system for R 3 . We can choose ψ = e i with i = 1, . . . , 3 in (4.36) and deduce that
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). This implies,
and therefore, for every T finite, we deduce that
where, again, c T is independent of N, k. Therefore, an application of the Poincaré inequality, together with (4.37) leads also to
Therefore, from (4.38)-(4.40) we deduce the existence of
and a non-relabelled subsequence, such that
Furthermore, from the fact that p > 2, and Lemma 4.1 we known that the Banach space V ∩ W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ) is compact in H 1 (Ω; R 3 ). Hence, by (4.41)-(4.42) and the Aubin-Lions lemma, y N converges to y also in the sense of (4.23). This, together with (4.38), (4.40) and Vitali's theorem, lead
for everyq < p. We can thus pass again to the limit in (4.32), and deduce
a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). Now the Poincaré inequality, together with (4.37) lead to
where we made use of (4.39) in the last inequality. Combining the last two estimates we thus deduce (4.14). Furthermore, by arguing as above, we can use (3.8) and (4.43) to pass to the limit as N → ∞ in (4.35)-(4.36) and deduce (4.12)-(4.13). Here, the only additional difficulty is to pass to the limit in the term (y N , ψ) H 2 , which, thanks to (4.38) can be treated as follows
Now, the existence result for a generic initial datum y a ∈ V ∩ W 1,p (Ω; R 3 ) can be recovered as follows: we take a sequence of y (4.44) so thanks to (4.14), the sequence of solutions (θ j , y j ) related to y Therefore we can deduce the existence of
such that, up to a non relabelled subsequence, (θ j , y j ) converge to (θ, y) in the sense of (4.41)-(4.43).
Passage to the limit to recover that (θ, y) satisfy (4.14), (4.12)-(4.13) follows the steps above.
Finally, by comparison in (4.13) we also know thaẗ 
(Ω)).
Convergence as k → ∞ to a limiting constrained theory
As mentioned above, in this section we send k to ∞ in (4.12)-(4.13), and obtain in the limit a constrained theory for the deformation gradient ∇y. This is equivalent to assuming that elastic constants tend to infinity, which, as remarked in [8] , is usually a reasonable approximation when studying martensitic phase transitions with no external (or at least small) load. In this way we capture the essential behaviour of a generic free energy satisfying the properties listed in Section 2, and neglect at the same time all aspects depending on the growth of the energy density. In the limit, the weak formulation of the energy conservation equation (4.12) becomes a heat equation with a heat source at the austenite-martensite phase interface. This heat source is proportional to the difference of entropy between martensite and austenite, that is to the latent heat, is concentrated at the phase boundary, which might be sharp or diffuse, and depends also on the velocity of the phase transition. Where the transition is from austenite to martensite, the heat source has a positive sign, while its sign is negative where the transition is from martensite to austenite. The deformation gradient ∇y k generates as k tends to infinity a Gradient Young Measure supported on K ∪ SO(3). As shown in Remark 5.1 the evolution of the obtained Gradient Young Measure cannot be deduced from the conservation of momentum alone.
In what follows we will make use of Young Measures, for which we refer the reader to [5, 13, 34] and references therein. Below, the space of Young Measures is denoted by L ∞ w * (Ω × (0, T ); M 1 (R 3×3 )), where M 1 (R 3×3 ) is the space of probability measures on R 3×3 and where the subscript w * stands for the fact that we endow this space with the weak * topology.
Proposition 5.1. Let T > 0, let (θ k , y k ) be a solution of (4.12)-(4.13) given by Theorem 4.1 and such that y| t=0 = y a,k ∈ W 1,p (Ω, R 3 ) ∩ V. Assume also y a,k to be such that
for every k ≥ 1, and for some positive constant c independent of k. Then there exist
and (θ, ∇y, ν x,t ) are satisfying the following weak formulation of the equation governing the conservation of energy
Proof. Thanks to the hypotheses on y a,k we can deduce the existence of a positive constant c T such that (4.14) becomes
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). Therefore, we can deduce the existence of (y, θ) satisfying (5.46), and of a converging subsequence satisfying (5.47) 1 -(5.47) 2 .
Now, for fixed ε > 0 we have that the above inequality implies
for some constant c ε > 0 depending on ε and on the continuous function φ 2 . Therefore,
which is convergence in measure of ∇y k to K ∪ SO (3) on Ω × (0, T ). Thus, the fundamental theorem of Young measures (see e.g., [5] ) assures the existence of a non-relabelled subsequence and of a family of parametrized probability
for every h : R 3×3 → R of growth strictly less than p, and every ζ ∈ L ∞ ((0, T )×Ω). Choosing h(A) = A, by (4.22) we immediately get that (5.50) holds. Furthermore,
for every q ∈ [1, p r ). A similar argument entails that y a,k generates ν x,0 and that
We can thus pass to the limit in (4.12) and get (5.49). Finally, by comparison, we deduceθ +
Remark 5.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, when passing to the limit as k → ∞, we notice that the equation for the conservation of momentum, that is (4.13), reduces to
Indeed, (4.13) with ξ ∈ C 1 c (0, T ) becomes
(5.52)
By the Cauchy-Schwarz and the Hölder inequalities, thanks to (3.8) we get
where c T ,Ĉ T are positive constants independent of k, and where we also made use of the bounds on (θ k , ∇y k ) in the proof of Proposition 5.1. On the other hand,
for some positive constantc T independent of k. A passage to the limit in (5.52), together with (3.8) and the fact that ∇y k generates ν x,t (cf. (5.47)) lead to (5.51). In conclusion, (3.11) 2 does not determine the evolution for ν x,t after taking the limit k → ∞. Actually, given that φ 2 is smooth, and hence ∂φ 2 ∂F (F) = 0 for each F ∈ SO(3) ∪ K, (5.51) does not even add any further information to (5.48).
Remark 5.2. After taking the limit k → ∞, the only information on the time evolution of y is embedded in
By [16, Lemma II.5.9] this also belongs to C(0, T ; L 2 w (Ω)), from which we can make sense of the initial conditions. Furthermore, we also have that [16, Lemma II.5.9] together with (5.46) imply that y ∈ C(0, T ; W 1,∞ w (Ω)).
Remark 5.3. The gradient Young measure generated by ∇y k as k → ∞ is in general non-trivial, that is not of the form δ ∇y(x,t) for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ). Indeed, we know from the static theory (see Section 2) that martensitic microstructures may arise in order to achieve compatibility between phases, and hence, as k → ∞ faster and faster oscillations may occur in ∇y k , generating non-trivial gradient Young measures.
Remark 5.4. If we assume as in [22] or in Section 7 below that there exist
and ν x,t (SO(3)) = 1, a.e. x ∈ Ω A (t), a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
where by χ Ωm we denoted the indicator function on Ω M . The formula for differentiation of integrals on time dependent domains implies
provided Ω A (t), Ω M (t) and v · n are smooth enough (see e.g., [27] ). Here Γ(t) :
is a surface separating Ω A (t) from Ω M (t), n denotes the outer normal to Ω M and v(s) is the velocity of the interface at the point s ∈ Γ(t) at time t. By ·, · we denoted the duality pairing between a distribution and a test function. A version of (5.54) under the moving mask approximation can be found in [22, Corollary 4.4] . It thus appears clear from (5.54) that the model needs to be closed with some relation between v and ∇y, θ B , and possibly θ, as much as it requires an initial condition for Ω M (t).
Connections with the moving mask assumption
In this section we draw connections between the results of Section 5, and the moving mask assumptions introduced in [22] . Let us start by recalling the moving mask assumptions: (MM1) the phases are separated, that is at almost every point we have either austenite or martensite but not both, so that phase interfaces between austenite and martensite are sharp (cf. (5.53)); (MM2) during the phase transition, the deformation gradient remains equal to the identity in the austenite region. This is the case, for example, when the austenite region is connected; (MM3) microstructures do not change after the transformation has happened; (MM4) the phase interface moves continuously. More precisely, for almost every point x in the domain, there exists a time when x is contained in the phase interface.
As proved in Section 5, in the limit as k tends to ∞, the system (3.11) reduces to finding a function θ and a time-dependant gradient Young measure ν x,t satisfying supp ν x,t ⊂ K ∪ SO(3), a.e. (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ), (6.55) and the weak formulation in (5.49) of
On the one hand, it is clear that, given an arbitrary parametrised family of
then one can find the related temperature field θ(x, t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ; H 1 D ) by solving the weak form of the heat equation (6.56 ). This means that sufficiently regular moving mask solutions are solutions to (6.55)-(6.56). On the other hand, as pointed out in Remark 5.4, the system (6.55)-(6.56) is underdetermined, and should be closed with some constitutive relation between the velocity of the phase interface and the temperature, ν x,t , and possibly other quantities. This is done, for example, in Section 7 in a onedimensional context. However, we conjecture that (MM1)-(MM4) can be deduced to hold in the limit as k → ∞ for (θ k , y k ), weak solutions to (3.10)-(3.11) provided by Theorem 4.1.
In order to justify (MM1) one should prove that ,
where ν x,t is as in Proposition 5.1. We recall that (see e.g., [5, 32, 34] )
for every B ⊂ R 3×3 Borel, and where B((x, t); δ) is the open ball of radius δ centred at (x, t). Here, ∇y k is the sequence generating ν x,t as in (5.47). Therefore, to rigorously prove (MM1), one could prove that for almost every (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ), and for every ε > 0 there exist δ 0 > 0 such that for
This result should be easier to prove in the case of materials satisfying the cofactor conditions where martensitic laminates can form exact austenite-martensite interfaces (see [17, 24] ). Furthermore, one should restrict to initial data y a,k generating a gradient Young measure ν x,0 such that ν x,0 (K) ∈ {0, 1} for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Regarding (MM2), it is a consequence of a well known result by Reshetnyak (see [36] , but also [11, 32] ) that a parametrised measure µ x with supp µ x ⊂ SO(3) for a.e. x in an open connected subset A ⊂ Ω must be of the form µ x = δ R for a.e. x ∈ A, some R ∈ SO(3), and where δ R denotes a Dirac delta at R. So the problem reduces to show that the set {x : ν x,t (SO(3)) = 1} is connected, or, more in general, indecomposable (see [25, 32] ). A context where it might be easier to show that (MM1)-(MM2) hold is when | det(F)−1| > δ for every F ∈ K, and for some δ > 0. Indeed, in this case, we expect for k large enough to just have nucleations at the corners of the sample (see [13, 14] ), and the presence of martensitic islands in austenite (or viceversa) to be energetically too expensive. Proving (MM3) rigorously from the solutions to (3.10)-(3.11) in the limit as k tends to infinity might be very difficult in general. Assuming for simplicity (MM1), we now give an intuitive explaination of why (MM3) should hold based on rigidity, which is well known to play an important role in vectorial problems. As the map y ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω; R 3 ), with ∇y satisfying (5.50), is Lipschitz continous, its gradient cannot be arbitrary (see e.g., [10, 11, 32] ). Therefore, changing the macroscopic deformation gradient ∇y in a subset of {x : ν x,t (K) = 1} of positive measure, might require changing ∇y in a much larger set, leading to discontinuities in t of y on a subset Ω of positive measure. But such a jump in t would contradict the fact that, by Proposition 5.1, |F − R| ≥ ε, for some ε > 0. Here we are taking SO(3) and not SO(3) qc as these two sets coincide (see e.g., [11] ). In this case, suppose (MM4) is not satisfied. Then there exist t 0 ∈ (0, T ), and a measurable set A, with L 3 (A) > 0, such that the macroscopic deformation gradient ∇y satisfies ∇y(x, s) ∈ SO(3) for a.e. (x, s) ∈ Ω × (0, t 0 ), and ∇y(x, s) ∈ K for a.e. (x, s) ∈ Ω × [t 0 , t 0 + δ), for some δ > 0. Given the fact that we are assuming that (MM3) also holds, there exist ψ ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω; R 3 ), independent of time, such that ∇ψ = ∇y(x, t) − ∇y(x, s), for every s, t satisfying s < t 0 < t < t 0 + δ. In this case,
for every s < t, thus contradicting the fact that, by Remark 5.
7 The evolution of a simple laminate in a one-dimensional context
The aim of this section is to introduce some hypotheses that allow us to construct solutions to the limit problem (5.48)-(5.49) by solving a one-dimensional heat equation with a measure valued source depending nonlinearly on the unknown. This models the evolution of the phase boundary between a laminate of martensite and austenite and is a simplified version of the model in [2, 29] . The resulting solutions are an example of solutions to (6.55)-(6.56) satisfying (MM1)-(MM4).
An example: the simple laminate
Let us suppose that an austenite to martensite phase transition takes place in a parallelepiped with a circular base, that is, in cylindrical coordinates, Ω C := (0, 2π) × (0, r) × (0, L) for some 0 < r ≪ L. Suppose further that there exists a single phase interface Γ(t) = {x ∈ Ω C : x · e 3 = u(t)}, u(t) ∈ (0, L) perpendicular to e 3 for every t, and that
a.e. in Ω M (t), a.e. t > 0,
with A, B ∈ K, λ ∈ [0, 1] fixed, and
Here and below δ F is a Dirac measure at F. By (5.50), the macroscopic deformation gradient, that is an average of the fine microstructures, is given by the barycentre of the Young measure, that is, in our case F dν x,t (F) = 1, a.e. in Ω A (t), a.e. t > 0.
However, as shown in [10] , ∇y is a gradient of a continuous deformation map y : Ω C → R 3 if and only if there exist a ∈ R 3 such that λA
We can hence deduce that
for some time dependent vectors c 1 ,
In an equivalent way, knowing c 1 , c 2 we can determine the position of the phase boundary given by those x satisfying (x · e 3 ) = |c 2 (t)−c 1 (t)| |a| . For simplicity we choose constant Dirichlet boundary conditions θ B = θ T for x 3 = 0, L, and ∂θ ∂m = 0 on the other face, having normal m. In this case, the equation governing the conservation of energy simplifies to a one-dimensional equation. We define s ∈ (0, L) to be the coordinate in direction e 3 , we assume the phase interface to be located at s = u 0 when t = 0, and assume without loss of generality that Ω M (0) = {s : s < u 0 }. In this case, the classical formulation of (5.49) reduces to
where we denoted by χ B the indicator function on the Borel set B. Without loss of generality, below we assume α = γ = ρ 0 = 1 to simplify notation. This system of equations describes the evolution of a sharp phase interface at u(t). However, this is underdetermined, and needs to be closed with a constitutive relation for the interface speed v = d dt |c 2 (t)−c 1 (t)| |a| =u depending on the temperature at u(t) and possibly other variables (see also Remark 5.4) . In order to respect the physics of the problem we want the martensite domain to expand when θ < θ T and to shrink when θ > θ T . Mathematically, this means that we assume
makes the problem a two-phase Stefan problem with a kinetic condition at the free boundary (see e.g. [41, 42, 43] ). The one-dimensional two-phase Stefan problem is usually closed by imposing that the temperature θ is equal to θ T at the phase interface located in s = u(t). However, in martensitic transformations nucleation usually happens strictly below the critical temperature due to hysteresis (see e.g., [44] ). Given the high thermal conductivity of metals, the high-temperature phase, that is austenite, as much as the phase interface, can be at a temperature strictly lower than the critical-one. This is usually called undercooling in the literature of the Stefan problem (see e.g. [42] ). Therefore, the condition θ = θ T at s = u(t) is inaccurate, and is better replaced by (7.59) (see also [2, 29] ). As shown in [43] , the classical two-phase Stefan problem can be recovered from the two-phase Stefan problem with a kinetic condition at the free boundary by assuming that v is linear, that isu(t) = 1 ε (θ T −θ(u(t), t)), and passing to the limit as ε → 0. This would correspond to a physical situation with no hysteresis and no undercooling. Existence of a weak solution to system (7.57) has been studied in [41] , while existence and uniqueness of suitably defined classical solutions is achieved in [43] , under the assumption that v is linear. The aim of the next section is to show that, if min{0, θ B } ≤ θ 0 (s) ≤ max{0, θ B } for a.e. s ∈ (0, L), then the position of the phase interface u is a monotone function of t, and reaches the domain boundary in a finite amount of time.
Behaviour of solutions to the 1-dimensional problem
For simplicity, we define a rescaled temperatureθ = θ − θ B , the rescaled critical temperature θ c := θ T − θ B , and below we consider the following definition of weak solution Definition 7.1. Let T > 0, and Ω := (0, L). We say that (θ, u) is a weak solution to problem (7.57) if
Furthermore,θ(0, x) =θ 0 := θ 0 − θ B almost everywhere in Ω.
Remark 7.1. For the sake of coherence, we multiplied by χ {t : u(t)∈(0,L)} the velocity v of the interface, in order to avoid the non-physical situation where the interface moves out of the sample. This does not affect the H 1 (0, T ) regularity of u.
The following result concerning weak solutions holds Theorem 7.1. Let v be Lipschitz,θ 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω) and u(0) ∈ Ω. Then there exists (θ, u) weak solution in the sense of Definition 7.1 to (7.57).
We refer to [41] for the proof of this result that can be carried out via a Galerkin approximation. The following proposition gives some good behaviour of the solutions dependent only on (7.58):
Proposition 7.1. Let (θ, u) be a weak solution as in Definition 7.1, θ 0 be measurable and let v satisfy (7.58). Then, if θ c ≤ 0 and θ c ≤θ 0 ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω, we have θ c ≤θ(s, t) ≤ 0, ∀s ∈ Ω, a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). (7.62)
If θ c ≥ 0 and θ c ≥ θ 0 ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω, we have
Proof. The proof of a similar statement can be found in [41] , but we report here the proof for the sake of completeness. We start with the proof of (7.62). Let us choose as a test function ψ in (7.60) ψ = (θ − θ c ) − := − max (0, θ c −θ). In this case, by using (7.58) we have
An integration in time, using the hypothesis onθ 0 leads to (θ − θ c ) − H 1 = 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), that isθ(s, t) ≥ θ c everywhere in Ω, for almost every t ∈ [0, T ). Let us now choose in (7.60) ψ =θ + := max (0,θ), and notice that (7.58) together θ c ≤θ implies v ≤ 0. Therefore,
This, together with the fact that θ + 0 2 = 0, proves the first statement. The second statement can be proved in an analogous way by first testing against (θ − θ c ) + and then against θ − . Remark 7.2. The above proposition states that, under hypothesis (7.58), a weak solution is bounded between θ B and θ T . Therefore, if our boundary condition θ B is close to θ T , then the temperature solutionsθ have small L ∞ norm. Furthermore, this implies that the position of the interface is monotone, in the sense that if the boundary of the martensite sub-domain is expanding (resp. shrinking) then, as long as the boundary conditions do not change, the domain keeps expanding (resp. shrinking).
We can prove further regularity for θ, as stated in the following
The proof of this result relies on
. Let (u,θ 1 ) and (u,θ 2 ) be two weak solutions to Problem (7.57) sharing the same u(t) ∈ H 1 (0, T ) and the same initial datumθ 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω; [min{0, θ c }, max{0, θ c }]). Then,θ 1 =θ 2 .
Proof. Let θ :=θ 1 −θ 2 . Then, it satisfies
for every ψ ∈ H 1 0 (0, L), a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). By testing this equation with ψ = θ and using the fact that v is Lipschitz we thus get 1 2
Now, [38, Cor. 27] , implies |θ(u(t), t)| ≤ c θ W r,2 (t), with r = 1 2 + η and η > 0 arbitrary. An interpolation inequality thus leads to 1 2
The Gronwall lemma and the fact that θ(0, s) = 0 for a.e. s ∈ Ω conclude the proof.
Proof of Prop. 7.2. Let us fix a solution (θ, u) among the possible solutions to Problem (7.57). We drop the bar overθ, and we put all the constants equal to one to simplify notation. Let us also define δ ε u(t) (s) = δ ε 0 (s − u(t)) as the convolution of the Dirac measure centred in u(t) with a smooth mollifier. δ ε u(t) is positive and converges weakly * in the sense of measures to δ u(t) for every fixed t as ε → 0 (see [3] for details). Furthermore, Fubini's Theorem yields δ ε u(t) M ≤ c, where c is independent of u(t) and ε. For every fixed ε > 0 the approximate problem We recall that hereu(t) = v(θ(u(t), t))χ {u(t)∈(0,L)} , as the equation for u has not been approximated. Besides, by bootstrapping and using standard regularity for the heat equation (see e.g., [26] ) we also have θ ε,ss ∈ L 2 (0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) and θ ε,t ∈ L 2 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)). Finally, an argument similar to that used to prove Proposition 7.1 entails max s∈[0,L] |θ ε (s, t)| ≤ θ c for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). We can hence choose ψ =θ ε in (7.64) and get θ ε where V (r) = r 0 v(τ ) dτ , and we integrated by parts in the last term. In addition, exploiting the additional regularity of θ ε , we notice that |θ ε,s (x, t)| ≤ c θ ε,s 1 + θ ε,ss 1 ≤ c θ ε,s 2 + θ ε 1 + Ω |v(θ ε (s, t))δ ε u(t) (s)| ds . (7.70)
Let us now consider a sequence of ε j > 0 such that ε j → 0. We remark that (7.68) implies θ ε j → θ strongly in L 2 (0, T ; C[0, L]) and hence in C[0, L] for almost every t ∈ (0, T ). Furthermore, as mentioned above, an argument as in the proof of Proposition 7.1 tells us that θ ε j (·, t) C[0,L] ≤ θ c for almost every t. We denote by J T the set of points in (0, T ) where the above uniform convergence holds and where the uniform bound for θ ε j (·, t) holds for every ε j . We point out that this set is measurable and has full measure. After exploiting (7.70) in (7.69), and integrating the resulting inequality in time between 0 and t ∈ J T , we obtain Finally, we know that (7.66) holds, and that, thanks to Proposition 7.1 and Remark 7.2,u ∈ L ∞ (0, T ). Therefore, where c depends neither on t ∈ (0, T ), nor on ε j . We can thus pass to the limit as ε → 0, and obtain
By comparison, this also implies that θ ss +uδ u(t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)), that is
which yields θ ∈ L 2 (0, T ; W 1,∞ (Ω)).
Remark 7.3. The regularity proved in Proposition 7.2 entails uniqueness thanks to an argument as that in [43] for classical solutions. We remark that without havingθ ∈ L 2 (0, T ; W 1,∞ (Ω)) uniqueness of the equationu = v(θ(u(t), t))χ {u(t)∈(0,L)} would be hopeless. Nonetheless, we point out that even ifθ 0 / ∈ H 1 0 , the proof of Proposition 7.2 entails that an instantaneous regularization takes place, and that in this caseθ ∈ L 2 (ρ, T ; W 1,∞ (Ω)), for each ρ > 0.
As a corollary to the above regularity result we can prove that the austenite-martensite interface reaches the domain boundary in finite time, and thatθ → 0 as t → ∞. loc (R) satisfy (7.58). Then there exists t * > 0 such that u(t * ) = L (resp. u(t * ) = 0). Furthermore, θ 2 (t) → 0 as t → ∞.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that θ c > 0 and prove the theorem for the case where 0 ≤θ 0 (s) ≤ θ c for every s ∈ Ω. The other case can be proved similarly. We remark that thanks to Proposition 7.1 and (7.58) we have 0 ≤u(t) ≤ max s∈[0,θc] v(s) for almost every t ≥ 0, so that u is non-decreasing and bounded. Therefore lim t→∞ u(t) exists. Suppose now that there exists no t * < ∞ such that u(t * ) = L. Then, for every ε > 0 there exists t 0 such that
Let us now test (7.60) withθ to obtain for some c P > 0 and where we defined y(τ ) := θ 2 2 (t 0 + τ ). Using the comparison principle for ordinary differential equations we get that y(τ ) ≤ y(0)e −c P τ + e
